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I- VOCABULARY (8 Marks)
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4x 1= 4 M)
1) The plane landed safely on the .................after solving the mechanical problem.
a. theory

b. runway

c. lorry

d. e-card

2) The computer is a fantastic devise. It can .................a lot of information.
a. earn

b. declare

c. store

d. obey

3) Mothers need to teach their children how to be.................members of society.
a. useful

b. polar

c. steep

d. stuck

4) Milk is known to be a good .................of calcium and vitamin D.
a. average

b. governor

c. well

d. source

B) Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list (4x 1 = 4 Marks)
( complain - hills - quite - sunny -spend )
5) We will spend a few days in The United Arab Emirates next week.
6) Ahmad and his friends climbed slowly to the top of the hills.
7) I enjoyed my last holiday, although it was quite short.
8) What a pleasant sunny day! Let's go for a walk in the park.
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II- GRAMMAR( 5 Marks)
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (3 xl = 3 Marks)7
9) If it starts to rain heavily, we...............................at home tonight,
a. will stay

b. stay

c. stayed

d. would stay

10) Your father is very busy today................................
a. doesn't he

b. isn't he

c. was he

d. has he

11) Jassim had a terrible accident...............................he was driving fast.
a. and

b. but

c. because

d. so

B) Do as shown between brackets : (2X 1 = 2 Marks)
12)A young boy broke the window.
The window was broken (by a young boy).

(Change into Passive)

13) My mother had to lay the table by herself
My mother didn't have to lay the table by herself.

(Make Negative)

III- LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (6 Marks)
Write what you would say in the following situations: (4 Xl 1/2 = 6 Marks)
14) A friend of yours feels bored. He wants to do something interesting.
Discussing free time \ Giving Opinions
15) Your friend says that endangered animals must be kept in a nature reserve.
Giving Opinions \ Agreeing & Disagreeing
16) One of your cousins wants to be a doctor after graduation.
Describing jobs / Giving advice
17) Your father plans to take you on a trip to Paris next summer.
Expressing Pleasure \ Asking & Answering questions about holidays.
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IV- SET BOOK (6 Marks)
A) Answer only (THREE) of the following questions: (3 x 2 = 6 Marks)
18) How would you be an ideal passenger?
I would label my luggage carefully /1 wouldn't accept packages from a stranger LI
wouldn't pack dangerous things in my hand luggage.
19) What would you like to be in the future ? Why?
A doctor because I like to help people /Student's own answer.
20) How can you reuse and recycle things?
Storing food in empty plastic containers\ recycling bottles and newspapers.
21) Life will be easier and more comfortable in the future. How?
Robots will do the work\ We'll use flying cars\ We'll study using e-books.
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V- WRITING (8 Marks)
"Camping trips can be lots of fun, but being prepared is very important." Write a report
of two paragraphs (8 sentences) about "Camping"
The following ideas and guide words might help you:
Paragraph 1: Important equipment: (desert - friends-tent-food-lights-sunglasses-map)
Paragraph 2: Camping activities: (enjoy-campfire-play - games-stories-cook)

Write your topic here (8 Marks)
Caminii
Mark

Exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences
Spelling and structure
Handwriting, spacing and punctuation
Off point topics receive zero

Total

6
11/2
8
1/2
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VI-READING COMPREHENSION (12Marks)
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:
Dr. Salim is a Kuwaiti marine biologist. He studied and taught marine biology at
The University of Kuwait. He collects and shares information with his students.
Last summer, Dr. Salim and his friend Dr.Khalid went to Failaka Island to gather
some information about squids. He was diving when suddenly he saw a big thing at the
bottom of the sea. He discovered that it was an ancient Greek shipwreck. He swam and
could go inside. He found many boxes in the ship. One box was full of ancient gold coins.
Dr. Salim couldn't carry the box because it was too heavy. He, therefore, told the staff of
Kuwait Museum. They asked The Kuwaiti National Diving Team for help. This team
consists of famous skillful Kuwaiti divers, who work hard to protect the sea life in
Kuwait. They carried the box out of the sea. Dr. Salim got a valuable prize for his
honesty.
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (4x1%= 6 Mark4,1
22) The best title for the passage could be .......................
b) The Sea
a) Squids
c) Kuwait Museum
d) The Honest Scientist
23) The underlined word "He" the first paragraph refers to the
a) Kuwait divers
b) Dr. Khalid
d) Student
c) Dr.Salim

24) The underlined word" ancient" in the 2nd paragraph means
a) heavy
b) old
c) light
d) modem
25) Dr. Salim got a .........................for his honesty.
a) valuable prize
c) shipwreck

b) ancient box
d) ancient coins
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B) Answer the following questions: (2 X 3 = 6 Marks)
26) What did Dr. Salim find inside the shipwreck?
He found many boxes in the ship. One of them was full of ancient gold coins.
27) Why did Dr. Salim get a prize?
He got the prize for his honesty /Hefound an ancient Greek ship.

VII.SPELLING (5 MARKS)
A) Fill in the missing letters in the following words:( 3X1=3 Marks)
28) Some factories are considered the main source of p11u_ion.
pollution

29) Faisal is a br_ Ilia t and en rge ic person.
brilliant
energetic

..
-!

B) Write the short\long form and the combination of the following: (2X1=2
Marks
30) e-card = electronic card
31) Probable + ly = probably

